
RAY BRADBURY ON WRITING ADVICE CASSANDRA

On what would've been the famed author's 94th birthday, twelves bits of his advice for writers.

If you get the big truth, the small truths will accumulate around it. Fahrenheit is almost entirely a metaphor,
but its this that creates such readability and fascination with his work. I'm still trying to perform those tricks. I
was madly in love with Hollywood. Ignore the authors who say, oh my god, what work, oh Jesus Christ, you
know. The problem is, of course, our politicians , men who have no romance in their hearts or dreams in their
heads. The news is all rapes and murders we didn't commit, funerals we don't attend, AIDS we don't want to
catch. And along the way I wrote every day of every week of every month, for every year. He was nearly 40
when they could afford a car. I did it by making lists of nouns and then asking, What does each noun mean?
His face fell and my heart sank, but two days later he called and said, "Do you know what you've done? You
should read in your own field only when you're young. The tennis shoes. May you live with hysteria, and out
of it make fine stories â€” science fiction or otherwise. So I never have to worry about schedules. Stay away
from that. You must lurk in libraries and climb the stacks like ladders to sniff books like perfumes and wear
books like hats upon your crazy heads. We all love toys. I try to remember that my voice is loud, which is an
ego problem. When I was 16, I saw six people die horribly in an accident. Those are two things you have in
your mind to give you material. They are furious that I get away with murder. Every one of my stories is a
metaphor you can remember. A lot of lousy novels come from people who want to do good. Nobody wanted
them. His stories were always riddled with metaphors and you really have to read between the lines to
appreciate his genius and storytelling. She has the remarkable ability to give you atmosphere, character, and
motion in a single line. I can work anywhere. It was the worst mistake I ever made in my life. I am the
dreamer and the doer I the hearer and the knower I the giver and the taker I the sword and the wound of sword.
If you get the big truth, the small truths will accumulate around it. Actually I prefer to see myself as the Janus ,
the two-faced god who is half Pollyanna and half Cassandra, warning of the future and perhaps living too
much in the past â€” a combination of both. Why have you never seen? There is no reason to write
pornography when your own sex life is good. Yahoo called me eight weeks ago. When you leave here tonight,
go home, make a phone call, and fire them. How do you do that? So all of this is in your mind as a fabulous
mulch and you have to bring it out. What a great thing to learn: Don't listen to anyone else, and always go your
own way. The fireworks. What verb? For one thing, kids love me because I write stories that tell them about
their capacity for evil. Go to the library. We could have built a colony on the moon and moved on to Mars.
More than 50, people will die this year because of them and nobody seems to notice.


